Megapicture technology is a system developed by ISG for exclusive use in our firefighting thermal
imaging cameras. Megapicture technology reduces random noise or "snow" in the image, as well as
minimizes "fixed pattern noise." These special noise reduction systems are the foundation of the
Megapicture system. These systems ensure crystal clear image quality, but noise reduction is only the
beginning. Megapicture's main focus is to enhance headroom, thereby enhancing firefighter safety.
High Resolution Sensor
The Megapicture system drives a high resolution vanadium oxide 37.5um pitch sensor that is
available only in the ISG ELITE. The sensor offers non-uniformity correction on-chip as well as
delivers raw sensitivity unparalleled by other systems. Think of Megapicture's sensor in the same way
you think of sensors in digital camcorders. The more the pixels, the better the image quality. The
better the image quality, the more you see. The more you see, the safer you can be.
Lightning Fast Update Rates
Megapicture technology scans the fire scene for heat changes in the environment, analyzes them, and
turns them into digital pictures. The number of scene elements you can analyze is a result of the
number of scene sensing pixels and the speed at which the system can scan. Megapicture technology
scans 4,608,000 scene elements each second. Typical competitive cameras only can scan up to
576,000 scene elements per second. The result is a much clearer image that helps firefighters see all
resolvable detail in the scene - to help firefighters make better, safer, decisions.
Thousand Plus Mode
All of the latest thermal imagers use microbolometer sensors. And all microbolometer based cameras
have two modes - high sense and low sense. High sense mode is used when the camera is in
ambient environments. Low sense mode is used in hot firefighting environments. A typical competitive
camera in low sense mode can see up to around 1000°F. That amount of headroom is adequate in
almost all conditions. But, to offer added headroom, and added safety, Megapicture technology added
a third mode - Thousand Plus Mode - to enable clear imaging in scenes to levels over 2000°F. That
feature is extremely important when faced with an extreme condition like flashover - just when
firefighters need to find the exit real fast. It's nice to know you have the capability of seeing through
those extreme temperatures - just in case. Think of Thousand Plus Mode as equivalent to a 5 speed
transmission in your car versus a 4 speed. Very few of us still buy cars with only 4 speeds.
Oversized Lens
Just like any other camera, the physics of optics also apply to thermal imagers. The bigger the lens,
the more scene elements the camera can focus on. The Megapicture system uses the biggest and
fastest possible lens. The Megapicture lens lets the sensor focus on 77% more data than lenses found
in competitive cameras. And, in combination with its uniquely fast update rates, the result is
spectacular image clarity.
By now you've probably noticed that we are very technical people at ISG. This is because we only
manufacture thermal imagers - nothing else. We are specialists in the design of firefighting cameras.
We've been doing this for over fifteen years. In fact, because of our superior technology, ISG cameras
have been the exclusive choice of Navy firefighters worldwide, including the US Navy. ISG cameras
are used by more Navies than all other camera brands combined. We are proud to help protect our
forces, and the forces of countries that help us fight terrorism.
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CAMERA
SPECIFICATIONS
Electronics
Sensor Type
Resolution
Spectral Response
NEDT
Dynamic Range
Mode Switch Time
Noise Reduction
Update Rate
External Video
Optics Material
Field of View
Optics F Stop
Nominal Start-up

Vanadium Oxide Microbolometer
320 X 240
8-14 microns
50 mK nominal
Over 2000°F in Thousand Plus Mode
0.08 seconds
Megapicture System
4,608,000 scene elements per second
NTSC
Germanium
59°
F:/0.8
Under 5 seconds

Temperature Measurement
Measurement
Measurement Range
Resolution
Repeatability
Emissivity

FPA Center Pixel Area
Up to 2100°F
+/- 1°F
+/- 1°F
.95 Preset

Colorization
Availability
Type

Standard on all K1000 ELITE cameras
Yellow, red, temperature dependent see-through color.

Physical
Weight
Housing
Rubber Parts
Display Cover
Waterproofing
Drop Test

Under 3 pounds
Radel-R High Heat Thermoplastic
Neoprene
Polycarbonate
IP67 - immersion up to 3 feet
6 Feet

Battery
Operating Time
Low Battery Warning
Recharge Time

3 Hours
Displayed on-screen
2.5 Hours

Warranty
Base Warranty
Extended Warranty

One Year
Up to 2 additional years

